
Objective [1.4]-Notes 
Choose symbols and write out functional notation for a “functional” relationship (i.e. function) 

 
Ok, so we have a business relationship. We have determined that it’s functional and has ordered sets of numbers for input and 
output (in other words it’s at least a “3” on the properties scale). It may turn out that we can’t algebraically model the relationship 
but that doesn’t stop us from making a very important symbolic leap! We can associate symbols to stand in place of the verbose 
English of the input and output to the relationship (now a business functional relationship or just business function).  
 
Before continuing a point should be made. There are TWO functions we are talking about. One is the REAL world business functional 
relationship that doesn’t need math for it to exist and the mathematical function that we will end up using to model that REAL 
function. Many times we don’t make the distinction but it’s important to realize that REAL functional relationships don’t need 
mathematical ones to exist. The mathematical function (model) is NOT the REAL relationship only a mathematical representation of 
that REAL relationship and don’t you forget it!  
 
Where were we? Yes. We need symbols for input and output. Let’s go back and consider a former example.  
 
“There is a relationship between income and demand for iphones”  
 
Now in place of “income”, the input, we can choose any symbol or group of symbols. Convention dictates that we pick a letter from 
the English alphabet or Greek alphabet. We could choose other symbols or make symbol combinations but brevity and clarity are 
the purposes here. Now we could do something totally, totally, totally, I mean totally silly, expected and near meaningless and call 
“income”, x, but we are not going to do that! We are going to give it a symbol that helps remind us what it stands for.  
 
We are going to let “income” be i.  
 
With the same reasoning we are not going to call the output “demand for iphones, y  
 
We are going to let “demand for iphones” be ,d  
 
Now we need to make one more leap of abstraction. We need to give a name to this relationship. We could obviously call it the 
“income - iphone demand relationship (or function)” but that is a mouthful. We need to let a symbol stand in place of that REAL 
functional relationship. Once again we could be silly and call it, f, but we won’t.  
 
We are going to let the “income iphone demand function” be , P  
 
I personally like to use lower case letters for input and output symbols and capitals for names of functions. It helps remind me that 
P, is NOT a variable but the name of a function. Also note that subscripts are a common way to reuse symbols that mean something, 
but distinguish one variable from another. We could have called demand for iphones dp to distinguish it from say demand for 
blackberries db.  
 
So….how do we put the symbols together to give us the same information as the English statement about the functional 
relationship. Here is the convention you MUST follow with functional notation.  
 
The output is a function of the input 
 
So here is the translation income-iphone functional relationship into FUNCTIONAL NOTATION with the chosen symbols.  

 
d= P(i)  
 
Note that the word “of” in the English is translated into the parentheses. These parentheses DO NOT mean 
multiplication.  So NEVER say “d equals P times i” say “d equals P of I”. When translating into English say “d is a function, 
P, of i”. Many times we abbreviate and just say “d is a function of i”.   It is also INCORRECT to say “P is a function of i”.  
This is like saying  “function,P, is a function of I”.   Outputs are functions of inputs, functions are not functions of input. 
 

That’s it…Functional Notation. Not hard, just choose symbols that have meaning and then be sure to write them in the 

correct order and say them correctly in English. 


